WATERTIGHT YACHT HATCH
Producer: Ocean Stainless
Web: www.oceanstainless.com

Ocean Stainless has introduced a new lightweight, watertight yacht hatch, with a hidden latching system that conceals components inside to create a seamless look. The interior can be paneled with veneer, or painted to match the yacht interior. A single piece of milled aluminium has been combined with 316L stainless steel for a lightweight, easy-to-work hatch locking system, intended to function better than hatches with external mechanisms.

SUN AWNING POLE
Producer: Multiplex
Web: www.multiplexgmbh.de

Multiplex has introduced a new accessory for its well-known Sun Awning System, a support pole that incorporates an upward facing 3W RGB LED lamp mounted at 40° to the vertical. The light is therefore reflected from the underside of the awning, giving a diffused background glow that is far more gentle than direct illumination of the cockpit or flybridge area. A variety of colours are available. Each unit is equipped with a generous 3m cable that exits the pole 200mm above the deck.

OSTRICH FAUX LEATHER
Producer: Oceanair
Web: www.oceanair.co.uk

Marine blind and shading specialists, Oceanair, has added an additional new leather selection to its fabric collection. Clients will now be able to choose the new Ostrich faux leather when sourcing material, colour and style for their leather Venetian blinds. The Ostrich fabric is available in seven colours (rosso, sherry, carmin, vanilla, beige, mocca and schwarz) and joins the existing River, Marine, Valley faux leather ranges and the Llombay real leather range. The leather collection is widely used for Oceanair’s leather Venetian blinds, and can be integrated with the company’s powered systems.

EARLY WARNING PERIMETER ALARM
Producer: LSN (Life Safety Now) Early Warning Protection Systems
Web: www.LifeSafetyNow.com

LSN’s Early Warning Perimeter Protection System uses a high rotation rate radar to detect potential intruders in a crew-designed protection zone close to the yacht. This allows the targets to be continuously tracked, even if they come inside the minimum range of the vessel’s normal radar. Once an intruder is detected, thermal imaging/ CCTV cameras, lock on to the target, and continuously track its movements. The intruder can then be viewed on designated security monitors, or additional monitors throughout the yacht. The LSN can also report onboard intrusions, medical emergencies, silent distress notifications, and fire to a 24/7 hour monitoring station.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL PLATFORM TRANSFORMER
Producer: Opacmare
Web: www.opacmare.it

Opacmare has added a new model to its Transformer range of hydraulic mechanisms that allow the fitment of a wide variety of extending bathing and tender lift platforms. Essentially, the 3384XL is a larger version of the existing 3384, and several versions are available a range of steps, and load capacities from 700kg-1,300kg (1,550lbs-2,900lbs). The arms can be positioned 50 per cent higher than the standard Transformer series 3384, which allows the ladders and mobile platform to be wider.